Mica Basin, Mount Zirkel Wilderness
by Dave Cooper
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On October 25, 1997 the Routt Divide Blowdown produced winds in excess of 100mph, uprooting or
snapping off trees over an area of approximately 20,000 acres - the largest event of its kind ever recorded in
the Rocky Mountains. The piled-up trees were the perfect breeding ground for bark beetles and later
provided fuel for wildfires. Much of the
Getting to the Trailhead: From the intersection of Highway 40 and Highway
devastation was in the Mount Zirkel
129 at the north end of Steamboat Springs, turn north on Highway 129 (Elk
Wilderness, so the area has been heavily
River Road) and drive 17.5 miles to the junction with County Road 64, just
affected by beetle kill and subsequent
north of the small town of Clark. (Note that this is CR64, not CR60 as
wildfires such as the Hinman fire in 2002.
Kramarsic states) . Drive east on County Road 64 (aka Forest Service Road
For some time it wasn’t possible to drive
400) to its terminus at the Slavonia Trailhead, 11.9 miles from Highway 129.
all the way to the Slavonia Trailhead and
Passenger cars should have no difficulty on this well-maintained road.
many of the trails were impassable. While
you’ll still see the effects of these events,
today the trails and roads are again open.
One of the more popular hikes in the
Mount Zirkel Wilderness is the one into
Mica Basin. Whether your goal is to
backpack to scenic Mica Lake and
perhaps use your camp as a base to climb
the surrounding peaks, or simply to day
hike to the lake, you’re sure to enjoy this
area.

Statistics and Difficulty: The hike gains 2050 feet in 7.8 miles round trip,
and is on a generally good, but sometimes wet and muddy trail.
Resources: “Mountaineering in the Park Range. A guide to the Mountains of
the Mount Zirkel-Dome Peak Wilderness Area” by Joseph Kramarsic
Copyright 2008.
USGS Quads: Mount Zirkel, CO.

Mica Basin is bounded by two named
peaks; Big Agnes (12,059 feet) and Little Agnes (11,497 feet) Mountains. Both make good climbing

objectives. When we hiked this trail recently our plan was to ascend one of the Class 4 routes on Big
Agnes, however even with an early start from the trailhead, by the time we arrived in the basin ominous
storm clouds were threatening. Big Agnes isn’t the place to be during a storm, so we switched our objective
to Little Agnes, still a worthy peak but less committing. Of the two routes described by Kramarsic that can
be accessed from this basin, the more interesting route is the northeast ridge, which goes at Class 3-4
scrambling and is described by Kramarsic as “a fine sporting ridge”. Our plan was to ascend this ridge and
descend the easier south ridge to meet a trail crossing that ridge. Alas, at 9am and only half way along the
northeast ridge, the rain started - gentle at first but developing into a downpour which lasted most of the
day. We decided to reverse our route and wait to see if the weather improved. When it didn’t, we headed
down. Some days are like that. We still had an enjoyable hike into a scenic area.

Hike Description
From the parking area, hike 200 yards to a trail junction and trail register. Take the left fork on the Gilpin
Trail No. 1161 and hike northeast. Cross the Wilderness Boundary at mile 1.1 and reach a signed trail
junction at mile 1.4. Take the left fork on the Mica Basin Trail No. 1162. The trail climbs north to a narrow
rocky defile forming the entrance to Mica Basin. Continue north on the sometimes muddy trail. The
impressive cliff faces on your right are the flanks of Exclamation Peak (11,777 feet). Reach Mica Lake at
mile 3.9. You are now in the heart of the aptly-named Sawtooth Range. Enjoy!
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GPS Latitude / Longitude NAD83 (Deg., Min., Sec.)

Trailhead,40,46,59,-106,43,23,8448 feet
Trail Junction,40,47,3,-106,43,18,8451 feet
Wilderness Boundary,40,47,21,-106,42,24,8921 feet
Gilpin Lake Trail Junction,40,47,32,-106,42,7,9108 feet
Mica Lake,40,49,24,-106,42,33,10424 feet

